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Abstract: The article analyses Lieutenant-General Mammed bek (Masei)   Sulkevich’s military service 
as Chief of General Staff to the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic’s Army 1918-1920. The General had an 
important role and responsibilities as "Head of the functional brain" in creating national military units 
and building the country's defense system, development and formation process of the Azerbaijan 
Army, as well as  the General’s loyalty and integrity to the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic's Army. 
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1.Introduction  

Lieutenant-General Mammed bek Sulkevich was one of the most valued military personnel in the 
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic (1918-1920) as he shifted the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic Army 
into a skillful combatant military thanks to his military comprehensive skills.  

 

2.Biography 

 

Mammed bek (Masei) Sulkevich was born on June 20, 1865, in a noble family of Poland in Kiemiesi 
manor and his birth was recorded in Nekrusany mosque. His father Aleksandr Sulkevich – served in 
Gusar regiment as a colonel. His father’s military carrier might have inspired him to build his military 
carrier. 

Mammed bek Sulkevich graduated from Voronezh Cadet Corps and Artillery School named after 
Mikhailov. He got his first military rank in 1886 after he joint the Imperial Russian Army in 1883.  He 
completed General Staff Academy of the Russian Empire in 1894. Gaining good military ground, in a 
very short time in 1910, he was promoted to Major-General, and in 1915 to Lieutenant-General.  

General Sulkevich participated in 1900-1901 Chinese expedition and in 1904-1905 Russian-Japan war 
[1]. In Russian-Japan war Mammed bek Sulkevich met Azerbaijani generals Samed bek Mehmandarov 
and Aliagha Sikhlinski. During the World War I, he served as Chief of Staff of an Army corps and later 
as commander of the 3rd Infantry division and then the commander of the 37th Infantry Army corps. 
In addition to his military service, he was also engaged in philanthropy and was involved in research 
and dissemination of the Polish ethnography. In 1902, at his initiative, a Polish professor of oriental 
studies from the University of Petersburg, Mikhlinsky, wrote a book on "Scientific Research on the 
origin and state of the Lithuanian Tatars" and Mammad bek Sulkevich wrote the preface and sponsored 
the printing of the book at the Odessa Military District Typography [1]. 

After the February Revolution, in January of 1917 he ruled the "Military Council" established by the 
Russian Muslim Congregation in Kazan, and by a decision of the Provisional Government, he began to 
found a "Muslim Corps" in 3 divisions of military units in the Romanian frontlines. He was appointed 
in July 1917 as commander of the very corps. It should be underlined that the Polish Tatars mainly 
represented the officers of the corps [1]. 

 

3. Way from Crimea to Azerbaijan 

 

By the end of 1918 Lieutenant-General Mammad bek Sulkevich served as Prime Minister and also 
Defense and Internal affairs ministers in Crimean Regional Government.  After occupation of Crimea 
by Volunteers’ army, he abandoned his homeland and he was invited to Azerbaijan by Minister of 
Defense of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic Full artillery General Samad bek Mehmandarov. He was 
appointed Head of General Staff of the Azerbaijan Army [2]. 

Full artillery General Samad bek Mehmandarov was always inviting well-known and high educated 
officers in former Russian empire army to the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. He with great pleasure 
invited his friend known each other from the Russian-Japan war to the Azerbaijan Army. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crimean_Regional_Government
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Full artillery General Samad bek Mehmandarov intended to give him the position as Chief of General 
Staff.  Prior to Mammad bek Sulkevich, there was no Chief of General Staff in the Azerbaijan Army, and 
the tasks were executed by other officers. 

Concerning the ruling of the Chief of General Staff the Minister of Defence, Samad bek Mehmandarov 
in his letter to the Azerbaijan Government pointed out that, as the army grows the troops combat 
training and education, combat logistics, security concerns and daily affairs did not give the expected 
results, to organize the army properly. He noted that a solution in order to eliminate such a gap  Chief 
of General Staff position was more purposefull. In his judgement the position of Chief of General Staff 
being vacant, was because of unfit candidates. 

The Minister of Defense concluded in his letter to the government, “Lieutenant-General Mammad bek 
Sulkevich’s trip to the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic is a great time to install such a position as he 
was fit to the position” [3]. 

A petition was filled by the Government and Lieutenant-General Mammad bek Sulkevich was 
appointed Chief of General Staff to the Azerbaijan Army. Defense Minister Full artillery General Samad 
bek Mehmandarov by the order No. 147 dated March 26th, 1919 appointed Lieutenant-General 
Mammad bak Sulkevich to the Chief of General Staff [8]. 

In the credentials of the admission order to the Republic’s Army, General Sulkevich’s name goes as 
Mammad bek, it is assumed that he changed his former name Masei to Mammad bek before 
admittance to the Azerbaijan Army. Paragraphs 2 and 4 of that order General-Guartermaster, Military-
Topography, Military transportation department, Communication and Automobile Units are 
subordinate to the General Staff. Paragraph 3 provides additional tasks, such as the organization of 
training and dislocation of troops to the General Staff. At the same time, it indicates that the Chief of 
General Staff was admitted to the Military Council [8]. 

By order No.157 dated on March 28th, 1919 the Minister of Defense once more proved additional 
subordinated departments to the General Staff.  

Under the command of General Staff, General-Guartermaster included operational-mobilization, 
reporting units, intelligence, counter-intelligence, and communications. The Defense Minister also 
subordinated the Military Attaché office of Azerbaijan Army to the General Staff [4]. 

Precisely after the admittance of Mammad bek Sulkevich to the Azerbaijan Army, the "function brain" 
of the army was formed.  

The appointment of Lieutenant-general Mammad bek Sulkevich as Chief of the General Staff had a 
great impact on the speed and quality in the development and formation of military units. Formation 
of 2nd Baku infantry and 3rd Shaki cavalry regiments were soon completed [8]. 

 

4. BRILLIANT THINKER AND PRACTIONER 

 

Early days of spring and summer of 1919, General Sulkevich played a special role in defending northern 
borders of Azerbaijan from Denikin’s Volunteer Army threats. According to the archive documents, 
back in those days General Sulkevich was  the author of many fundamental defensive measure, carried 
out. 
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In a report to the Minister of Defense on July 8th, 1919, General Sulkevich emphasized the importance 
of focusing onto the security of the Caspian Sea in Azerbaijan along with its northern borders. Denikin’s 
Volunteer army and Bolsheviks naval forces could at any time deploy to Baku, noting that defense 
purposes were not sufficient and that immediate number of measure had to be implemented. His 
proposals included the following: 1) Sea defense, 2) Artillery defense of the city from the sea, 3) All 
military naval issues must be dealt by Minister of Defense. 

If these steps were not met, the northern frontier, the right flank and rear of the front could be exposed 
to the sea. According to General Sulkevich, sea reconnaissance should be achieved by both coastal 
intelligence and naval ships. It was suggested that they shouldn’t prolong it until the British military 
administration hand over the  "Kars", "Ardahan" and "Goy Tapa" naval ships to Azerbaijan. He 
suggested to increase the combat capability of the two boats, offered by the Ministry of Transportation 
and be acquisited with cannons, and machine guns. 

The General also stated possibility to defend the city's outskirts from enemy navy forces with artillery 
near Baku seashores. He assumed the features of the seashore of Baku be right terrain for defense 
tactics with reliable cross fires. And the artillery placed in Bayıl, Zikh and Nargin Island could 
significantly strengthen the city's defense. Due to, he stated that “it was necessary to purchase large-
scale coastal artillery from Georgia, which not only to protect the city but also could protect the railway 
infrastructure along the coast”[5]. 

The departure of the British army from Baku in August 1919 increased threats from the north. General 
Sulkevich sent a telegram to the Commander of the 2nd Infantry Division of the Azerbaijan Army, 
stating that the northern border and Baku would be protected with the division's infantry regiments, 
and a small partisan group of 5 thousand men will be assigned [10]. General Sulkevich also played a 
crucial role in improving the combat training guidance in the Azerbaijan Army. 

After he had inspected the military units, on April 12th 1919, he made a report to the Minister of 
Defense. General Sulkevich pointed that, outdated Russian combat training guidance for the infantry, 
cavalry and artillery and shooting instructions must be revised [5].  

General Sulkevich highlighted that our soldiers required more practical combat training rather than 
theoretical knowledge. General Sulkevich proposed founding three commissions. The first Commission 
was for infantry, for developing drill and shooting instructions. The second commission was called 
cavalry commission, to design the cavalry combat instructions. Finally, the third commission was called 
the joint commission, and members of that commission would represent all types of troops. 

General Sulkevich after the permission of the Minister of Defense, negotiated with the British Military 
Command to assist the study of the British made artillery systems for the Azerbaijan Military personnel. 
After the negotiation, it was practical to create groups of 50 to 80 people under the leadership of 
British instructors [6].  

Since his appointment, one of the other outstanding things the General contributed to the Republic's 
Army was designing the country's mobilization plan. Such an assignment was given to him by the 
Minister of Defense, Full artillery General Samad bek Mehmandarov. In his report to the Minister of 
Defense on April 8th, 1919, he noted on some thought-provoking suggestions on mobilization [6]. 

The General stated that the lack of proper legal framework for mobilization would create difficulties. 
He stated that he had instructed Azerbaijan's military attaché in Tbilisi to send a "Mobilization Guide" 
to prepare a mobilization plan and in the present case, he suggested the solution for the mobilization 
issue in the following manner; 
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In his view, muslims who were able to carry weapons at the time of mobilization, should have the right 
to do so. At the time of mobilization, those mobilized were supposed to come to the nearest military 
units and complete the positions of the unit for war time, and if the number of people involved in 
mobilization would be higher than the required amount for the unit, they would have to join voluntarily 
guerrilla groups according to number of their weapons and horses. 

In Sulkevich's opinion such a principle could have led to an easier implementation of mobilization at 
the time due to the lack of legal basis [3]. According to his proposal, those called to mobilization had 
to come with their clothes, weapons, and horses if they had one. As a result, on July 11th, 1919, 
according to the Ministry's proposal to the government, a broad discussion was held on 18-23rd of July 
of the same year and endorsements were made for the creation and financing of partisan groups. 

 

General Sulkevich demanded and requested the list of mobilization-related registres for cavalry and 
infantry partisan groups by sending telegrams to Ganja, Khankendi, Zakatala Military Garrison 
Commanders, Khachmaz’s Group Commander, Karabagh and Gazakh General Governors and Chief of 
Baku Strengthened Military Fortified Unit [6].  

The General also mentioned the importance of training camps for partisans. As a consequence, in 
November 1919, the issue of mobilization of partisans was discussed by the State Defense Committee 
and serious decisions were taken. 

Under the leadership of General Mammad bek Sulkevich, the General Staff had also issued Guidelines 
for the protection of railway lines in case of general mobilization be declared. According to the 
instruction, the Azerbaijan railway lines are divided into five sections: Poylu-Govlar, Govlar-Yevlakh, 
Yevlakh-Hajigabul, Hajigabul-Bilajari-Baku, Bilajari-Samurchay. The instructions was guiding that all 
railway lines, as well as the Shollar water reserve should be protected by existing railway guards [6]. 

General Mammad bek was a great contributor to the establishment of the Azerbaijan Military Railway 
School. The establishment of the school and its commencement on 10th of August 1919 was marked 
by the orders of the Minister of Defense respectively No. 390 dated on the 4th of September 1919 and 
No. 459 7th of October 1919 [8]. 

Being for a while as the Head of the intelligence and counter-intelligence units department, General 
Mammad bek also played an important role in prevention and suppression of Bolsheviks and other 
foreign enemies to the Azerbaijan Army. 

Immediately after his appointment, in his letter to Major-General Aghabeyov, Deputy Interior Minister 
of the Republic, on March 31st, 1919, he wrote: “The Minister of Defense Samad bek Mehmandarov 
ordered me to organize counter-intelligence work regarding the issues that may take place in 
connection with the arrival of the troops in Baku on April 5th, 1919.” 

On this purpose, Esaul (military rank, equal to captain in infantry) Yusifov is being transferred to the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs. He claimed that that Esaul Yusifov would establish a contact between the 
counter-intelligence authorities and the Ministry of Internal Affairs and he stated that while the 
existence of a spy net in Baku was not questionable, it would not be reliable to assign Russians and 
Armenians to fight them. Representatives of Turkish Nationalities should be involved in this 
responsible task. The General concluded the letter by: "I think you would also agree that we both would 
have to resolve this important task for the sake of the Republic. This job requires endless loyalty for the 
republic, so it would be impossible to purchase it with any given wealth"[9]. 
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Under the command of the General, the intelligence of the Azerbaijan Army carried out many 
successful operations to gather intelligence datum of the activities and movement of the Armenian 
and Denikin’s Volunteer army.Therefore, the Ministry of Defense had necessary information of the 
moves and objectives of the hostile forces threatening the independence of Azerbaijan. General 
Mammad bek Sulkevich was a man of  military with all his passion, well-acquainted with his profession, 
and demanding that all the military personnel to engage in their service duties with dignity. 

General insisted that the commanders in the military unit were at distant from any kind of politics, 
defiance and only dealt with their service duties. The telegram, addressed to Colonel Dibirov, 
Commander of the 4th Zakatala Infantry Regiment, once again proves this. General Sulkevich wrote: 
"Stay away from politics by all means. Other authorities are available for this. Do not over load the 
telegraph by sending large volumes of letters. In a futile case provide a short summary of what is 
happening in a valid way”[9]. 

 

This can be set as an example Guidelines under the name “Drafting, executing and sending of 
confidential documents” which were approved by the Ministry of Defense order No. 466 dated 
October 12th, 1919 [8]. One of the biggest achievements of General Sulkevich for the Azerbaijan Army 
was the military agreement signed with the Republic of Georgia. Right after being assigned to the post, 
the General built important military ties up with Georgia to arm the Azerbaijan army with various types 
of weapons, ammunition as well as to improve the qualifications of the officers and soldiers based on 
certain specializations. Thus, the general paid several visits to the Georgian capital of Tbilisi with and 
without Minister of Defense Samad bek Mehmandarov. The orders numbered 285, 488, 519, and 576 
acquired on official visits dating; the 11th of June, 19th of October, 10th of November, and the 15th of 
December (respectively) are kept in the Central State Archive [8].  

Along with the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Mammad Yusif Jafarov, the 
Minister of Defense Full artillery General Samed bek Mehmandarov, as well as Lieutenant-General 
Sulkevich was a signatory of the military agreement  between the two countries on June 16th, 1919. 
The agreement that was signed in Tbilisi Georgia which was valid for 3 years and had 10 articles stated 
that both countries if under attack are to provide military assistance to each other. The signing of this 
agreement was highly appreciated by the Azerbaijani government officials as well as politicians. In 
addition to the agreement, a document on military cooperation was signed between the two countries. 
According to this document, Georgia committed itself to providing valuable assistance to the 
Azerbaijan Army in the field of training of military personnel and technical support. On January 20th, 
1920, the Joint Military Council was established and Lieutenant-General Mammad bek Sulkevich, as 
Chief of the General Staff, along with Deputy of Minister of Defense Lieutenant-General Aliaga 
Shikhlinsky, were elected to the Council [9].  

Since the beginning of his career as Chief of the General Staff General Mammad bek Sulkevich had also 
kept the situation in Karabakh under his control. When the situation in Karabakh was problematic in 
January 1920, Sulkevich himself visited and ordered to deploy two armored vehicles to Aghdam region. 
After considering the situation, he thought it was necessary to increase the number of military armored 
vehicles in the region. He also saw more befitting the idea of establishing additional units of locals in 
Karabagh region for the protection of Karabakh. General Mammad bek’s proposal was approved by 
the Minister of Defense Samad bek Mehmandarov and some irregular regiments were organized by 
the Minister’s order No. 507 dated October 31st, 1919. 
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Fig.№1: Copy of order signed by Mammed bek Sulkevich 

  

 

 Mammad bek Sulkevich’s military service and the faithfulness for the Azerbaijan army was 
highly appreciated by the Ministry of Defense, when the salaries of military personnel were approved 
on the 18th of September 1919 in the Parliament. For Cheif of General Staff Parliament approved the 
salary of 6,225 rubles, but Minister of Defense Samed bek Mehmandarov on his order No. 422 dated 
September 21st 1919, increased General Sulkevich's salary by writing “Personaly for Sulkevich assigned 
the same salary as the salary of Deputy of Ministry of Defense ”[9]. 

 Soon after returning from Karabakh, Chief of General Staff Lieutenant-General Mammad bek 
Sulkevich retired from his position in the Azerbaijani Army by the order of the Minister of Defense No. 
105 on February 17th, 1920 [9]. The reason Mammad bek Sulkevich’s retirement, who served a 
valuable service for strengthening the military power of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, is one of 
the dark unkown pages of the history of the Republic's Army, which has not been revealed yet. 
However, when General Sulkevich left the army, he did not leave Azerbaijan and continued to fulfill 
very important Azerbaijan State duties. He was appointed as the Chairman of the İnterdepartmental 
Commission that received weapons and supplies from the Voluntary Army which was moving from 
Baku to Russia [10].  

 As the Bolshevik occupation took place in Azerbaijan, Mammad bek Sulkevich was also 
arrested along with a number of Generals and Officers of the Azerbaijan Republic’s Army. Because of  
Sulkevichs national spirit it could not have been otherwise, he was someone who had provided great 
contributions to the formation of the Republic’s Army. Bolsheviks could not accept such an 
enthuthiastic individual. Shortly, after the arrest, Mammad bek Sulkevich was executed on July 15, 
1920. 

 Memories of the witnesses  who met last Sulkevich are noted down in the book “Generals of 
the Republic” by Shamestan Nazilli. The first memoir was addressed to Mammed Amin Rasulzadeh: “I 
want to convey the story of my brother, a member of parliament, Mehmet Ali Bey. He witnessed the 
heroic death of the fearless General Sulkevich. Mehmet Ali Bey, who was in a cell with him, said: “The 
Bolsheviks ordered him to follow the shooters. It became clear to us that his death was near. There was 
the suttle scent of death in the air. We did not have the courage to look at him, we could not find 
comfort ...... General Sulkevich himself was infront of us. I will not forget the words that he said in a 
calm, decisive voice: I am happy to die as an officer of the Muslim army, Farewell.”  The second 
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memoir was of Mezhislav Stanislavovich Ruzdinski (Pollac descent), the head of the Department of 
Foreign Affairs of the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic. “On April 28th, 1920 bolshevik coup took place. 
I was arrested along with members of the Polish delegation. A few days later, we were taken to the 
Emergency Committee. Later General Mammad bek Sulkevich was also brought there. A couple of days 
after the invasion, the guards of the prison we were in, rushed in and woke up few people and ordered 
them to collect their belongings. The guards were in a hurry and did not say anything about where we 
were going. I was lying near General Mammad bek Sulkevich. The general decided to shake the hands 
with us in a hurry, as he was being taken away, he with certanty said farewell as he knew he was going 
to be shot. I must also point out that the general was very dignified and brave. A few days later, we 
read about the anti revolutionarees who were executed in the newspapers. Lieutenant General 
Mammad Bek Sulkevich’s name was also in the list. It is known to me that there was no judicial 
investigation of General Sulkevich. He was executed without any questions because he was a general 
in the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic’s Army” [7].  

 

Conclusion: 

 

Lieutenant - General Mammad bek Sulkevich’s service to the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic’s Army 
and the Azerbaijani people has been highly appreciated by the people of Azerbaijan to this day. For 
the first time in history, Nationwide leader Heydar Aliyev on the 80th anniversary of the Azerbaijani 
army adressed along with the Minister of Defense Full artillery General Samad bek Mehmandarov, 
Deputy of Minister Full artillery General Aliaga Shikhlinski, the name of Chief of the General Staff 
Lieutenant-General Mammad bek Sulkevich who was of Pollac descent. “They had done a lot, at a time 
when young, independent Azerbaijan was fighting against the aggressions, and the provocations 
committed by Armenia in Azerbaijan. They were able to build a strong and orginized army”. 

 The Minister of Defense of the Azerbaijan Republic Colonel-General Zakir Hasanov, who was 
on a visit to Poland on the 7th of September 2017, attended the opening ceremony of the monument 
of Lieutenant-General Mammad bek Sulkevich in Warsaw Poland, and the Minister of Defense talked 
about the history of relations between Azerbaijan and Poland noted that Cheif of General Staff 
Azerbaijan Democratic Republic’s Army, Lieutenant-General Mammad bek Sulkevich played an 
important role in building national military units as well as the defense system. 

 Lieutenant-General Mammad bek Sulkevich during the last days of his life, demonstrated his 
loyalty to the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic’s Army, and his integrity, and the ability to serve the 
people of Azerbaijan. Along with his loyalty to the people of Azerbaijan should be remembered in the 
memory of future generations. 
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